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Synopsis
Means Residential Cost Data 2016 organizes every aspect of residential construction pricing into 3 major estimating sections, square foot costs; assemblies costs, and unit costs. It contains more than 30 reliable square foot cost models for popular types of residential construction in a simple to use format. Assemblies cost 100 commonly used residential construction systems with a wide variety of alternative specifications and prices as well as, Residential unit costs covering more than 9,000 items. Location Factors over 930 U.S. zip codes and selected locations in Canada to adjust material and labor costs. Easy to use reliable price information for adjusters, architects, contractors, developers, finance professionals and project managers.
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Customer Reviews
It satisfied my needs to estimate some insurance damage.

Was what I needed, good book.

it's what was expected.

Very Helpful
Obsolete book. Not many people actually estimate with this anymore... Unless you're a college student.
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